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Where The Need Quantity  USD per unit Description

CP Refurbished Laptop 6 483$                            

Most of our projects are located in the poorest of the poor communities, which also means that they lack 

in the IT infrastructure. Some of the locations are in such remote areas that the location coordinator has 

to travel 10-15 miles to access internet, email, etc. Having a computer at each of the project location 

would certainly be a blessing and enable us to work at a faster pace. This has been one of the long 

pending need at our projects.

CP All-in-one Printer 8 83$                              Scanner, copier and printer would be of great help with office correspondence

CP Portable PA system 8 154$                            

In the recent months, through some of our sponsors' generosity we were able to distribute Mini 

Projectors to six of our projects across India.  The Mini projectors are useful in screening Bible stories, to 

conduct awareness, educational and other programs at projects.  We are in need of portable PA system - 

the speakers would really help the children to enjoy the audio experience. The PA system would also 

include a mike which will help us address smaller group of audience (around 100 in number) during these 

programs.

CP Inverter with batteries 2 662$                            

We are praying for an UPS (uninterrupted power supply) for our Cuttack and Ambur Projects. The child 

care centre at Cuttack is located in a slum and the Ambur project is in a remote village and there are 

frequent power cuts for long hours. Amid soaring temperatures and dark rooms at the project centre an 

inverter would certainly help provide the required power backup to keep the fans and lights on for the 

children to continue their time at the child care center without any hindrance.

CP
Mini Projector with 

screen 
2 162$                            

We are in need of mini projectors at our project locations in order to screen Bible stories, movies, action 

songs and even their academic lessons during the study time.  Out of eight locations, God has already 

provided for six, we are praying for two more.

CP Air coolers 8 147$                            

During summer the temperature in India rises up to 120 degree F in most part of the country. The cool air 

from the air cooler could bring some relief from the humidity and provide a cool atmosphere for the 

children and staff at the child care center.

CP Floor mats/Plain Carpets 50 10$                              
The children usually sit on cement floor which is very inconvenient affecting their health. Children would 

feel much better sitting on the floor mats/carpets.

CP Emergency Lights 10 74$                              

At some of our projects such as Pappakoil, Cuttack, Ambur, KGF, etc. children come to the child care 

center after their school hours for a time of devotion, study, meal and games. With the projects being 

located at remote areas the power supply is intermittent. This leaves the children to spend the rest of the 

time at the center in darkness or to sit under candle light.  We would love to provide rechargeable 

emergency lights to these projects to assist with continued lighting.
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CP Water cooler 3 544$                            

Projects like Cuttack, Markapur, Pappakoil, Kallar and Thindivanam have extreme weather conditions and 

during summer the temperature soars very high and lot of people suffer from sun stroke.  Throughout the 

day many of our sponsored children prefer being at the child care center than their homes or the streets 

to escape the heat.  Serving children cool water would be soothing and satisfying.

CP
Cooking Pots  (big and 

small vessels at kitchen)
2 147$                            

Currently, most of the cooking vessels at the Ambur and Thindivanam kitchens have worn out and need 

immediate replacement. These projects serve around 100 to 150 children and cooking vessels are a basic 

need.

CP
Multi purpose Portable 

Table (Table mate)
8 37$                              

To assist the children while writing letters to their sponsors.  These tables would enable the children sit in 

a correct posture and comfortable position, thus help them write and draw better.  Right now the children 

sit on the floor while writing letters.

CP Pedestal Fans 10 62$                              

During summer the temperature in India rises upto 48 degree C in most part of the country. With the 

heated roof and congested rooms the place becomes very stuffy for the children and staff. Pedestal fans 

could be of great use to help cool down the temperature at the centers and provide a comfortable 

atmosphere for the children.

UIS Music Dept
1 1,500$                        

Guitar accessories, piano cover, bass guitar cover, 3 in 1 guitar stand, drum throne, drum base pedal, 

choir mics (6), sound mixer, speakers (2)

TC Sewing Machines 10 250$                            To prepare for next Womens Empowerment location

TC Floor mats 30 4$                                

TC Water Filters 5 44$                              

CTC Laptop Dell 1 735$                            

CTC 
Cannon Printer, Scanner 

and Copy machine 1 294$                            

CTC Scooter-Hero Honda 1 1,030$                        2 wheeler for CTC office use

CTC Indian Music Instruments 6 147$                            for 6 new worship centes

CTC Cooling fans 20 44$                              Table and ceiling fans for CTC house churches


